L Introduction
Directed packings are combinatorial structures which are used in the design of statistical experiments and large computer networks [3] . A directed packing is a maximal collection of blocks of size k whose elements are selected from a set of cardinality v with the restriction that no ordered t-subset occurs in more than one block. The block abed, for example, is said to contain the four triples abc, abd, aed and bcd. The cardinality of the maximal collection is denoted by DD(r, k, v) and the structure is called a (t, k, v) directed packing.
We examine a special case where k is equal to v. For (undirected) designs. coverings and packings this case is profoundly uninteresting as the structure will consist, in each case, of a single block containing all of the v symbols. However, when the blocks are ordered, non-trivial structures become possible. The (3, v, 0) directed packings have b.een examined in [2] . We obtain rcsults which apply for larger I and give some (4, v, v) and (5, v, v) packings.
Some simple facts about directed packings of this kind (k= v) can be observed. An upper bound, namely, ,.
It is also clear that a directed packing containing two blocks, the first with symbols in arbitrary order and the second with the symbols in exactly reverse order can never contam a repeated (-set. Thus
for all v. In fact, for any fixed t and v sufficiently large, this is the maximal directed packing as \ve show in section 2.
As v increases, the number of blocks in a directed packing cannot increase. Formally 
for all non-negative i. This is because deleting i symhols from a (t, v+i, v+i) packing gives a structure with v symbols, DD(t, t'+i, v+i) blocks and certainly no repeated [-set.
The Erdos-$zekeres Theorem
A very old result (1935, [ID due to Erdos and Szekeres concerns sequences containing increasing or decreasing subsequences. Let yU,j) be the minimum number of symbols such that writing them down in any order will result in a sequence containing either an increasing sequence of i symbols or a decreasing sequence of j symbols.
This bound is exact so that it is always possible to write down y(i,j)-l symbols without either an increasing or decreasing sub-sequence of the appropriate length. We use this to establish
Proof. Suppose v~y(t, let, t»)=(t_l)3+ 1 and we attempt to construct a directed packing with more than two blocks. Without loss of generality, the first block may be 113 ... 1.'. Any second block may not contain an increasing t-set and thus must contain a decreasing subsequence of length '1 (1, t) . The symbols in this subsequence must contain either an increasing Of decreasing subsequence of length t iri any third block since [here are f(t, t) of them and such a t-sequence is a repeat of one in block I or block 2. Thus there can be at most two blocks and, from (2), at least two blocks proving the result. I 3. A better lower bound
Proof. Consider the sets
where (/, b, cE {I, 2 ... , [ -I} and R is the transformation taking i to t-i (i= 1, 2, "., t-1). Jf these four sets of (t-JYl triples are written with the triples (a, h, c) appearing in lexicographic order, and the other sets of triples in corresponding order, then they form blocks containing symhols from a set of cardinality (t-l)'1 and not containing any repeated t-tuple, • An example will illustrate the procedure. Suppose that 1=4. Then the resulting four blocks arc shown below; a numering of the triple from 1 to 27 is also sho\\n. To show that two blocks contain no common t-tuple (/=pq_J+ I) let B be the block consisting of all q-tuples taken in lexicographic order, and let R* and 5*':: C; we show that S* (B) and R*(B) have no I-tuple in common. Consider any t-subset of {I, 2, , .. , p}q. Then as f>pq-d. there must be two members of the (-subset which agree in those positions where S* and R* agree. Importantly, the first position where these two t-tuples disagree is one where R* and s" disagree. Hence they appear in the other order in s~ than in R~. As this is true of any t-set of q-tuples, the two blocks have no common t-tuple. I
We illustrate this with an example. Suppose that v = 16, p=2, q=4. Then the elements of {I, R}4 with minimum Hamming distance 2 are (1, 1, 1. 1), (1, 1, R, R It is easy to see that this collection does not contain a repeated 5-set. This theorem gives a number of lower bounds on the number of blocks possible. The table which follows gives some lower bounds based on Theorems 3 and 4, and on the specific examples of pac kings given in the next section. Notice that the table entries decrease across each -TOW, from (3), and increase down each column since a collection of blocks containing no repeated t-triple certainly contains no repeated (1+ I)-triple. Thus lower bounds on the number of blocks in other packiogs are implied.
The Packing Numbers DD(4, v, v) and DD(5, v, v)
From the results of the previous sections the following facts follow:
DD(4, v, v) = 2 for v:> 27.
We show first that DD(4, 5, 5)=24. If this is the case then every ordered 4-setmust occur exactly once. Let i be the number oftimes a symbol appears in the first position, jthe number of times it appears in the second position and k, I, m the number of times it occurs in the third, fourth and fifth positions respectively. Then i,j, k, I, m must satisfy the following set of equations.
4i+j
= 24
This set of equations has three solutions:
Type II: i = 5, j= 4, k ~ 6, 1=4, m = 5.
Type ilL i = 6, j = 0, k ~ 12, 1=0, m = 6.
Since every position in every block must be filled, if there are A points of type I. B points of type II and C points of type III then A, B and C must satisfy the following equations:
giving the three solutions
Suppose that in a solution of type (c), a and b are the symbols of type III. All blocks have either a or b in the centre position, and thus there are six blocks of the form axbxx. This gives twelve quadruples of the form axbx, but there are only six different such quadruples. Hence there is no solution of type (c).
In considering solutions of type (a) and (b) we take the 24 permutations of {a, b, c, d} (calling the~e 4-blocks) and insert e in each one (forming a block), avoiding any repeated quadruple. We find four e~sential!y distinct desigm.
Firstly we look at solutions of type (b). Let a and b be the ~ymbols of type /, e and d of type II and e of type Ill. Now, for any four 4-hlocks of the pattern acbd acdb cabd ('adb we can insert e (in positions 1, 3 or 5) in only one way. Since a and b do not appear in the third position of a block, caebd is a block and acbde is not. Also, acedb is not a block (for othenvise we have a repeated quadruple, aebd) and w eaebd is a block. Similarly cadbe is a block. Again, avoiding repeated quadruples reqUIres acedb to be a block, and we have eGebd acedb caebel cadbe. We have a ~iTIliiar choice for the four 4-blocks cdab alba dcab dcha.
The four designs resulting are the two shown below and the two got from these by interchanging c and d. a, 8(a) ), (b, 8(b») , (e, 8(e») and (d, 8(d)), say, in positions (1, 3) . We show that e is a bijection. Suppose, 
In each case, fOf each of the eight 4-blocks remaining, there is only one choice as to whether e is inserted in position 1 or 5, and a deSign with no repeated quadruples results. As each of these three patterns can be produced in 6 ways, there are eighteen such designs. Therefore, up to interchanging symbols and revening all blocks, there are four distinct designs, and DD(5, 6, 6)=24.
The possibility of establishing many more results computationally seems remote, Essentially, determining DD(t, v, v) involves searching a tree of depth t! with order v! possibilities (all permutations on v symbols) at each node and for any but very small t and v this is impractical.
It is known that DD(4, 6, 6)~15, DD(4, 7. 7)~12, DD(4. 9, 9)~8 and DD(4, 11, 11)~6 as the following packings show.
